
SECTION 7

SATELLITE SUBNETWORK LAYER

7.1  General Provisions

7.1.1 Architecture

7.1.1.1 The satellite subnetwork layer (SSNL) in the AES and GES shall
provide connection-oriented packet data service by establishing subnetwork
connections (SNCs) between subnetwork service (SNS) users.  The SSNL in the
AES shall provide the additional routing initiation service by sending routing
initiation event messages to the attached aeronautical telecommunication
network (ATN) router.  Both of the SSNL in the AES and GES shall contain the
following three functions:

a) satellite subnetwork dependent (SSND) function;

b) subnetwork access (SNAc) function; and

c) interworking (IW) function.

The AES shall contain the additional routing initiation (RI) function.  The
SSND function shall perform the SSND protocol (SSNDP) between each pair of AES
and GES by exchanging subnetwork protocol data units (SNPDUs).  It shall
perform the SSNDP aircraft (SSNDPA) function in the AES and the SSNDP ground
(SSNDPG) function in the GES.  The SNAc function shall perform the ISO-8208
protocol between the AES or GES and the attached routers by exchanging
ISO-8208 packets.  It shall perform the ISO-8208 DCE function in the AES and
the GES.  The RI function shall send routing initiation even messages to the
attached ATN router through the SNAc function.  The IW function (IWF) shall
provide the necessary harmonization functions between the SSND, the SNAc, and
the RI functions.  Figure 7.1 shows the SSND, IW, and SNAc functions and the
ATN satellite subnetwork protocol architecture.
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Figure 7-1 The SSNL functions and the ATN satellite subnetwork

7.1.1.2 The term DCE when used shall mean ISO-8208 DCE.

7.1.1.3 The SSNL shall interface with the link layer and the AES/GES
management.

7.1.2 Services

7.1.2.1 The SSNL shall provide the following services:

a) transparency of transferred information — provide for the
transparent transfer of octet aligned SSNL user data and/or
control information; and

b) quality of service selection — make available to SNS users a
means to request and to agree to the quality of service for
the transfer of SSNL user data.

7.2  Packet data performance 

7.2.1 Definitions

7.2.1.1 The terms used with respect to packet data performance are based
on the definitions in ISO-8348 (first edition), Section 10.  In applying these
definitions to the AMSS subnetwork layer, the word "network" and its
abbreviation "N" in ISO-8348 are replaced by the word "subnetwork" and its
abbreviation "SN", respectively, wherever they appear.  Additional definitions
are provided as follows.
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7.2.1.2 Data transfer delay (95 percentile).  The 95th percentile of the
statistical distribution of delays for which transit delay is the average.

7.2.1.3 Subnetwork service data unit (SNSDU).  An amount of subnetwork
user data, the identity of which is preserved from one end of a subnetwork
connection to the other.

Note.— Subnetwork performance depends on a number of factors, including the
level of communication traffic.  The performance values given here apply
during peak busy hours.

7.2.2 Speed-of-service

7.2.2.1 Connection establishment delay

Note.— Connection establishment delay, as defined in ISO-8348, includes a
component, attributable to the called subnetwork service user, which is the
time between the SN-CONNECT indication and the SN-CONNECT response.  This user
component is due to actions outside the boundaries of the satellite subnetwork
and is therefore excluded from the AMSS specifications.

7.2.2.1.1 Connection establishment delay shall not exceed the following
maximum values:

Minimum channel
rate in use by AES

Maximum connection
establishment delay
(95 percentile)

   600 bits/s
 1 200 bits/s
 2 400 bits/s
 4 800 bits/s
10 500 bits/s

100 seconds
 55 seconds
 35 seconds
 35 seconds
 20 seconds

7.2.2.2 Transit delay

Note. — In accordance with ISO-8348, transit delay values are based on a fixed
SNSDU length of 128 octets.  Transit delays are defined as average values.

7.2.2.2.1 Transit delay shall not exceed the following maximum values:

Maximum Transit Delay, seconds

To-aircraft From-aircraft
Minimum channel
rate in use by AES

Highest priority
service

Lowest priority
service

Highest priority
service

   600 bits/s 10 35 25
 1 200 bits/s 10 20 15
 2 400 bits/s  5 10 10
 4 800 bits/s  5 10 10
10 500 bits/s  5  5 10

Note. — In any particular AES, lower priority traffic may be subject to
additional delay, depending on the amount and rate of from-aircraft traffic
loading.
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7.2.2.3 Data transfer delay (95 percentile)

7.2.2.3.1 Data transfer delay (95 percentile) shall not exceed the
following maximum values:

Maximum Data Transfer Delay (95 percentile), seconds

To-aircraft From-aircraft
Minimum channel
rate in use by AES

Highest priority
service

Lowest priority
service

Highest priority
service

   600 bits/s 10 105 45
 1 200 bits/s 10  55 30
 2 400 bits/s  5  30 20
 4 800 bits/s  5 20 20
10 500 bits/s  5 10 15

7.2.2.4 Throughput

Note.— Throughput is based on the transfer of multiple independent SNSDUs,
each having a length of 128 octets.

7.2.2.4.1 The subnetwork shall support the following minimum throughput
values:

Minimum throughput, bits/s

To-aircraft From-aircraft
Minimum channel
rate in use by
AES

Highest
priority
service

Lowest
priority
service

Highest
priority
service

Lowest
priority
service

   600 bits/s  65  25  35  25
 1 200 bits/s 105  45  60  45
 2 400 bits/s 145  80  90  65
 4 800 bits/s 175 130 125 100
10 500 bits/s 190 150 130 115

7.2.2.5 Connection release delay

7.2.2.5.1 The connection release delay (95 percentile) shall not exceed the
following maximum values:

Minimum channel rate in
use by AES

Maximum connection release delay (95 percentile),
seconds

   600 bits/s 70
 1 200 bits/s 40
 2 400 bits/s 20
 4 800 bits/s 20
10 500 bits/s 15
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7.2.3 Reliability of service

7.2.3.1 Residual error rate
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7.2.3.1.1 The residual error rate in the from-aircraft direction shall not
exceed 10-4 per SNSDU.  The residual error rate in the to-aircraft direction
shall not exceed 10-6 per SNSDU.

Note.— Residual error rate includes the probability of undetected error, the
probability of losing an SNSDU, and the probability of duplicating an SNSDU.

7.2.3.2 Connection resilience

7.2.3.2.1 The probability of an SNC provider-invoked SNC release shall not
exceed 10-4 over any one-hour interval.

Note.— Connection release resulting from either GES-to-GES handover or AES
log-off or VC pre-emption are excluded from this specification.

7.2.3.2.2 The probability of an SNC provider-invoked reset shall not exceed
10-1 over any one-hour interval.

7.3  Satellite subnetwork-dependent protocol services and operations

7.3.1 General provisions

7.3.1.1 Since the functional differences between the SSNDPA and SSNDPG
are minimal, their operations shall be described in terms of SSNDPX where X
shall stand for either A or G.  Where differences do occur, the SSNDPA and
SSNDPG functions shall be described individually.

7.3.2 Satellite subnetwork-dependent protocol entities
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Figure 7-2 SSNDPX entities

Note.— At least one pair of SSNDPA and SSNDPG entities exists between each
pair of AES and GES.  Figure 7.2 shows two pairs of SSNDPA and SSNDPG entities
between two AESs and a GES.

7.3.2.1 The SSNDPX defined in this section shall pertain to each SSNDPX
entity.

7.3.3 Logical channels

Note.— The connections between the SSNDPA and the SSNDPGs are established
through logical channels.  Up to 255 logical channels may be established
between each pair of SSNDPX entities.  Each logical channel is identified by
its own logical channel number (LCN) ranging from 1 through 255.  LCN 0 is
reserved.

7.3.3.1 For a new ground-to-air connection establishment, the SSNDPG
shall allocate a logical channel number in the range 1 to 127, by choosing the
lowest numbered logical channel in the ready state in that range.  For a new
air-to-ground connection setup, the SSNDPA shall allocate a logical channel
number in the range 128 to 255, by choosing the highest numbered logical
channel in the ready state in that range.
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7.3.4 Operations

7.3.4.1 The SSNDPX virtual call (VC) service shall proceed through three
distinct phases:

a) connection establishment;

b) data transfer; and

c) connection release.

Note.— The SSNDPX is specified in terms of locally originated, or remotely
originated operations.  Locally originated specifies the procedure at the
SSNDPX for handling operations originating from a local SNS user, while
remotely originated specifies the procedure at the SSNDPX for handling
operations originating from a remote SNS user.

7.3.5 Connection establishment

Note.— Up to 128 octets of user data may be transferred during connection
establishment.

7.3.5.1 The connection establishment procedure shall apply independently
to each establishment request.

7.3.5.2 User data shall be transparently forwarded in both directions.

7.3.5.3 Locally originated

7.3.5.3.1 Normal operation

7.3.5.3.1.1 When the SSNDPX receives a call request packet from the IWF, it
shall allocate a logical channel which is in the ready state, forward the call
request packet to the remote SSNDPX by means of a connection request SNPDU and
place the logical channel into the IWF call request state.

7.3.5.3.1.2 If the call is accepted at the remote SSNDPX, a connection
confirm SNPDU is received.  The SSNDPX shall then place the logical channel in
the data transfer/flow control state (flow control ready/no remote or local
interrupt pending) and forward a call connected packet to the IWF.  The call
connected packet shall use default values (if any) for the facilities which
are not transmitted over the satellite subnetwork, according to the SNPDU to
packet mapping rules defined in section 7.3.16. 

7.3.5.3.1.3 If the SSNDPX does not receive either a connection confirm or
connection released SNPDU from the remote SSNDPX before the timer (see tN1,
Table 7.4) expires, it shall initiate a connection release procedure.

7.3.5.3.2 Other operation

7.3.5.3.2.1 If resources are not available, or a requested facility value is
not allowed, then the originating SSNDPX shall send a clear indication packet
to the IWF.
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7.3.5.4 Remotely originated

7.3.5.4.1 Normal operation

7.3.5.4.1.1 When the SSNDPX receives a connection request SNPDU from the
remote SSNDPX, it shall place the logical channel selected in the incoming
call state.  The SSNDPX shall forward an incoming call packet to the IWF using
default values for any facilities which are not transmitted over the satellite
subnetwork (see section 7.3.16).

7.3.5.4.1.2 When the SSNDPX receives a call accepted packet from the IWF, it
shall place the logical channel in the data transfer/flow control state (flow
control ready/no remote or local interrupt pending) and forward a connection
confirm SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX.

7.3.5.4.2 Other operation

7.3.5.4.2.1 If the receiving SSNDPX cannot support the request, then it shall
transmit a connection released SNPDU to the originating SSNDPX.

7.3.5.4.2.2 If a selected facility value is not allowed, then the receiving
SSNDPX shall initiate a connection release procedure.

7.3.6 Connection release

Note.— A subnetwork connection may be released at any time by any party once
the logical channel is in the data transfer, IWF call request, or incoming
call states.  The connection released SNPDU may contain user data (128 octets
maximum) provided by the IWF.

7.3.6.1 User data shall be transparently forwarded in both directions.

7.3.6.2 The SSNDPX shall guarantee in-sequence transmission between data/
interrupt SNPDUs already forwarded to the link layer and a subsequently
transmitted connection released or connection release complete SNPDU.

7.3.6.3 Locally originated

7.3.6.3.1 When the SSNDPX receives a clear request packet from the IWF, it
shall place the logical channel in the local clear request state, generate a
connection released SNPDU, and forward it to the remote SSNDPX.  The only
SNPDUs it shall then accept, are a connection released SNPDU or a connection
release complete SNPDU.  It shall discard all other SNPDUs.  The SSNDPX shall
also consider the receipt of any packet other than a clear request packet as
an error, and shall discard it.

7.3.6.3.2 When the SSNDPX receives a connection release complete after the
connection released has been successfully sent, it shall return the logical
channel to the ready state.  If the SSNDPX receives a connection released
SNPDU from the remote SSNDPX, it shall not expect to receive a connection
release complete SNPDU.

7.3.6.3.3 If the SSNDPX does not receive a response from the remote SSNDPX
before the associated timer (see tN6, Table 7.4) expires, it shall return the
logical channel to the ready state.
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7.3.6.4 Remotely originated

7.3.6.4.1 When the SSNDPX receives a connection released SNPDU, it shall
enter the remote clear request state, and forward a clear indication packet to
the IWF.  It shall also construct a connection release complete SNPDU, send it
to the remote SSNDPX, and return the logical channel to the ready state.

7.3.6.5 SSNDPX originated

7.3.6.5.1 If the SSNDPX entity needs to disconnect a connection, it shall
send a clear indication packet to the IWF and transmit a connection released
SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX.  It expects to receive as a response from the
remote SSNDPX a connection release complete SNPDU or connection released
SNPDU, and shall return the logical channel to the ready state when the
expected response is received or timing supervision expires (see tN6,
Table 7.6).

7.3.7 Data transfer

7.3.7.1 The data transfer procedure shall apply independently to each
logical channel which is in the data transfer/flow control state.

7.3.7.2 Data transfer procedure

7.3.7.2.1 Data shall be forwarded transparently and in sequence between the
SNS users.

7.3.7.2.2 An M-bit SNPDU sequence shall consist of a sequence of one or
more data SNPDUs.  Each data SNPDU except the last one, shall contain the
maximum 503 octets of user data and its M-bit shall be set to 1.  The user
data field of the last SNPDU which belongs to the sequence may have less than
the maximum length and shall have its M-bit set to 0.

7.3.7.2.3 Locally originated

7.3.7.2.3.1 An M-bit packet sequence received from the IWF shall be forwarded
as an M-bit SNPDU sequence to the remote SSNDPX.

7.3.7.2.3.2 Upon receipt from the IWF of one or more data packets belonging
to one M-bit packet sequence, the SSNDPX shall generate one or more data
SNPDUs, using the M-bit to indicate a following data SNPDU of the same
sequence of data SNPDUs and shall forward them to the remote SSNDPX.

Note.— The number of data SNPDUs needed in the sequence depends on the amount
of user data in the data packets which belong to the M-bit packet sequence.

7.3.7.2.3.3 The SSNDPX shall also assign an SNPDU number to each data SNPDU. 
SNPDU numbers shall be consecutive over a given connection.  The sequence
numbering of data SNPDUs shall be performed modulo 256 and the SNPDU numbers
shall cycle through the entire range from 0 through 255.  The first data SNPDU
to be transmitted over the satellite link, when the logical channel has just
entered the flow control ready state, shall have an SNPDU number equal to 0.

7.3.7.2.4 Remotely originated

7.3.7.2.4.1 An M-bit SNPDU sequence received from the remote SSNDPX shall be
forwarded as an M-bit packet sequence to the IWF.
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7.3.7.2.4.2 Upon receipt of an M-bit SNPDU sequence, the SSNDPX shall
generate an M-bit packet sequence, using the M-bit to indicate a following
packet of the same sequence as required and forward it to the IWF.

Note.— The number of data packets needed in the M-bit packet sequence depends
on the amount of user data in the M-bit SNPDU sequence and the packet size.

7.3.7.2.4.3 If a data SNPDU is received which contains less than the maximum
size and with M bit = 1 and D bit = 0, then the SSNDPX shall initiate a reset
procedure (see section 7.3.8.2.1).

7.3.7.3 Flow control

7.3.7.3.1 Flow control shall be provided within the SSNDPX to prevent the
overflow of data buffers.

7.3.7.3.2 To interrupt the flow of data, the receiving SSNDPX shall
generate a flow control SNPDU with its flow control reason field set to
suspend and transmit it to the remote SSNDPX.  When subsequently the receiving
SSNDPX is able to resume the data transfer, it shall transmit a flow control
SNPDU with its flow control reason field set to resume.

7.3.7.3.3 When the SSNDPX receives a flow control SNPDU with its control
field set to resume, it shall restart transmitting data SNPDUs on the
indicated logical channel.  The first (re)transmitted data SNPDU shall have
its SNPDU number equal to the SNPDU number of the previously received flow
control SNPDU (suspend) plus one modulo 256, unless a reset procedure has been
invoked.

7.3.7.3.4 If the SSNDPX is not able to resume data transfer before the
associated timer (see tN7 in Table 7.4 and Table 7.6) expires it shall
initiate a reset of the logical channel.

7.3.7.4 Expedited data transfer

Note.— The expedited data transfer allows an SSNDPX to transmit user-data
contained in an interrupt packet to the remote SSNDPX, bypassing any flow
control that may have been applied by subnetwork layer entities.

7.3.7.4.1 The expedited data transfer procedure shall apply independently
to each logical channel which is in the data transfer state and shall not be
initiated when a release, restart or reset procedure is in process.

7.3.7.4.2 Only one interrupt SNPDU at a time, with a maximum user data
length of 32 octets, shall be permitted in each direction.

7.3.7.4.3 Locally originated

7.3.7.4.3.1 When the originating SSNDPX receives an interrupt packet from the
IWF and provided there is no pre-existing interrupt SNPDU awaiting interrupt
confirm SNPDU, the SSNDPX shall then generate an interrupt SNPDU and forward
it to the remote SSNDPX, and await an interrupt confirm SNPDU.  Otherwise, the
SSNDPX shall discard the interrupt packet.

7.3.7.4.3.2 Upon receipt of an interrupt confirm SNPDU, the SSNDPX shall
generate an interrupt confirmation packet and forward it to the IWF.
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7.3.7.4.3.3 If the SSNDPX does not receive the interrupt confirm SNPDU before
the associated timer (see tN4, Table 7.4 and Table 7.6) expires, it shall
initiate a reset of the logical channel.

7.3.7.4.4 Remotely originated

7.3.7.4.4.1 When the SSNDPX receives an interrupt SNPDU, it shall forward an
interrupt packet to the IWF.

7.3.7.4.4.2 When the SSNDPX receives an interrupt confirmation packet from
the IWF, it shall construct an interrupt confirm SNPDU, and send it to the
remote SSNPDX.

7.3.8 Connection reset

7.3.8.1 When the SSNDPX detects an error in the SSNDPX operation for
which its action is to reset the virtual circuit (see Table 7.10), then it
shall place the logical channel into the local reset state, carry out the
reset procedure and transmit a reset SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX.

Note.— The cause and diagnostic codes indicate whether the reset should be
carried out within the satellite subnetwork alone or should be extended to the
IWF.

7.3.8.2 Reset action

7.3.8.2.1 During the reset process, the following actions shall be taken by
the SSNDPX with respect to its data transfer operation:

a) the SNPDUs which have not yet been passed to the link layer
but which belong to an M-bit SNPDU sequence for which some
have been passed to the link layer, shall be discarded;

b) the SNPDUs that have been received prior to
receiving/transmitting a reset SNPDU but which do not
constitute an M-bit SNPDU sequence shall be flushed from the
reassembly area;

c) the expected (data) SNPDU number shall be reset to 0 and
subsequently transmitted data SNPDUs shall be numbered
starting from 0; and

d) any outstanding interrupt SNPDU to or from the remote SSNDPX
remains unconfirmed and tN4 is stopped.

7.3.8.3 Reset procedures

7.3.8.3.1 The reset procedures shall apply only to logical channels that
are in the data transfer state.

7.3.8.3.2 The SSNDPX shall guarantee in sequence transmission between data
interrupt SNPDUs already forwarded to the link layer and a subsequently
transmitted reset or reset confirm SNPDU.

7.3.8.3.3 Locally/SSNDPX originated

7.3.8.3.3.1 When the originating SSNDPX receives a reset request packet from
the IWF or when it has detected an error for which its action is to reset the
SVC, it shall place the logical channel into the local reset state, execute
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the reset action, transmit a reset SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX, and start a
timer tN3 (see Table 7.4).  If required by the error procedures in
section 7.3.9, the SSNDPX shall forward a reset indication packet to the IWF.

7.3.8.3.3.2 Upon receipt of the reset confirm SNPDU from the remote SSNDPX,
it shall return the logical channel to the data transfer/flow control state.

7.3.8.3.3.3 If the SSNDPX does not receive a response from the SSNDPX before
the associated timer (see tN3, Table 7.4) expires, it shall initiate a
connection release procedure.

7.3.8.3.4 Remotely originated

7.3.8.3.4.1 When the SSNDPX receives a RESET SNPDU, it shall place the
logical channel into the remote reset state, execute the reset action and
transmit a reset indication packet to the IWF as required (see Table 7.10)

7.3.8.3.4.2 The SSNDPX shall return the logical channel to the data transfer
state and transmit a reset confirm SNPDU to its remote SSNDPX as soon as
possible.

7.3.8.3.5 Simultaneous reset

7.3.8.3.5.1 If the SSNDPX sends a reset SNPDU and subsequently receives a
reset SNPDU it shall:

a) not send a reset confirm SNPDU; and

b) not expect to receive a reset confirm SNPDU.

7.3.9 Error procedures

Note.— Errors which are recognized by the SSNDPX may be the result of the
following events:

— channel degradation or loss of synchronization
— AES log off
— a GES-to-GES handover
— link congestion
— an uncorrected transmission error
— a remote SSNDPX protocol error
— a protocol error in the IWF/SSNDPX interface procedure

7.3.9.1 When an error as noted in Table 7.8-Table 7.10 is detected, the
SSNDPX shall initiate either reset or release of the relevant connection.

7.3.9.2 Errors shall be notified to the IWF by means of cause and
diagnostic parameters within the relevant packet.  Errors shall be notified to
the remote SSNDPX by using the corresponding fields of the SNPDUs, i.e. reset
or release cause and diagnostic code.

7.3.9.3 Table 7.2 shall define the coding of the cause fields which are
generated by the SSNDPX and passed to the remote SSNDPX.

7.3.9.4 Table 7.3 shall define the coding of the corresponding SSNDPX
generated diagnostic code field.
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7.3.9.5 Log-on/log-off

Note.- The procedures for log-on and log-off are covered in section 7.6.

7.3.9.6 Originating SSNDPX error recovery

7.3.9.6.1 Transmission error resulting from the loss or delay of SNPDUs
shall be detected either by time-out when a response is expected or by the
fail LIDU reported by the link layer.

7.3.9.6.2 Table 7.4 shall summarize the actions the SSNDPX follows upon
time-out.

7.3.9.6.3 Table 7.5 shall summarize the actions the SSNDPX follows when it
is informed by the link layer that the transmission of an SNPDU has failed. 
Receipt of a fail (data/interrupt) LIDU while the relevant LCN is either in
local/remote reset state or local/remote clear request state, shall not cause
the SSND sub-layer entity to generate a (further) connection reset.

7.3.9.7 Protocol error

Note.— Two types of protocol error may occur at the SSNDPX.  These are:

a) a syntactical error which occurs when a received SNPDU does
not conform to the format specifications over the satellite
subnetwork; and

b) a logical error which occurs when the SSNDPX receives from
its peer entity an SNPDU that is not an acceptable input to
the current state of the logical channel.

7.3.9.7.1 When the SSNDPX detects a protocol error, it shall respond as
indicated in Table 7.7-Table 7.10.  These tables are depicted for each logical
channel state.

7.3.9.8 Out-of-sequence data SNPDU procedure

7.3.9.8.1 The SSNDPX shall process received data SNPDUs in proper sequence,
according to SNPDU number to construct data packets to be forwarded to the
IWF.  The SSNDPX shall discard duplicate SNPDUs.

Note.— The receiving link layer at the GES may deliver SNPDUs to the SSNDPG in
altered sequence.  The SSNDPG assembles data SNPDUs in proper sequence before
forwarding them to the IWF.

7.3.9.8.2 SSNDPG actions for out-of-sequence data SNPDUs

7.3.9.8.2.1 A data SNPDU shall be defined as out of sequence if and only if
its sequence number does not immediately follow the sequence number of the
last data SNPDU that has been used in creating the last data packet.

Note.— Sequence numbers are incremented modulo 256.  Thus, sequence number 0
follows sequence number 255.

7.3.9.8.2.2 If an out of sequence data SNPDU is not a duplicate, the SSNDPG
shall store the out of sequence data SNPDU.  If no more storage is available,
the SSNDPG shall place the logical channel in the reset state and extend the
reset to the IWF.
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7.3.9.8.2.3 Stored data SNPDUs shall be processed to create data packets
whenever this can be done without creating an out of sequence condition.  Data
packets shall be forwarded to the IWF as soon as possible.

7.3.9.8.3 SSNDPA actions for out-of-sequence SNPDUs

7.3.9.8.3.1 If an out-of-sequence data SNPDU is not a duplicate, the SSNDPA
shall initiate a reset of the connection.

7.3.10 SNPDU formats

7.3.10.1 General SNPDU format

7.3.10.1.1 An SNPDU shall consist of at least two octets.  Octet 1 shall
contain the D and M-bits, and the SNPDU type identifier field.  Octet 2 shall
contain the logical channel number field and depending on the particular SNPDU
type, additional octets may be required.  Figure 7.3 shall define the general
SNPDU format.

7.3.10.1.2 The D and M-bits shall be bits 7 and 8 in octet 1, respectively.

7.3.10.1.3 The M-bit shall be used in an M-bit SNPDU sequence consisting of
a sequence of data SNPDUs; it shall be set to 0 in all other SNPDUs.

Note.— The D-bit may be used for end-to-end acknowledgement (receipt
confirmation).

7.3.10.1.4 The SNPDU type identifier field shall be bits 1-6 in octet 1. 
Table 7.1 shall define the coding of the SNPDU type identifier field.

7.3.10.1.5 Octet 2 shall contain the logical channel number field.

Note.- In the following sections, fields are defined in the order they may
appear in the relevant SNPDU.

7.3.10.2 Connection request SNPDU

7.3.10.2.1 Figure 7.4 shall define the format of connection request SNPDU.

7.3.10.2.2 SNPDU type identifier field

7.3.10.2.2.1 Bits 1-3 and 6 shall be the following indicator bits:

a) bit 1, facilities field present;

b) bit 2, called NSAP address present;

c) bit 3, calling NSAP address present; and

d) bit 6, fast select with restriction on response.

7.3.10.2.2.2 Bits 1 to 3 shall be set to 1 if the corresponding fields are
present in the connection request SNPDU; otherwise, they shall be set to 0. 
Bit 6 shall be set to 1 if fast select with restriction on response applies;
otherwise, it shall be set to 0.
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7.3.10.2.3 DTE address length field

7.3.10.2.3.1 Octet 3 shall consist of the calling- and called-DTE address
length fields.  Bits 8-5 shall specify the length of the calling-DTE address
in semi-octets.  Bits 4-1 shall specify the length of the called-DTE address
in semi-octets.  Each address-length field shall be binary coded, where bit 5
or 1 shall be the low-order bit of the indicator.

7.3.10.2.4 Calling and called DTE fields

7.3.10.2.4.1 When indicated by the DTE addresses length field, the octets
following the DTE addresses length field shall contain the called-DTE address
followed by the calling-DTE address.

7.3.10.2.4.2 Each digit of an address shall be coded in a semi-octet in
binary-coded decimal, where bit 5 or 1 shall be the low-order bit of the
digit.

7.3.10.2.4.3 Starting from the high-order digit, a DTE address shall be coded
in consecutive octets, with two digits per octet.  In each octet, the higher-
order digit shall be coded in bits 8-5.  When the total number of digits in
the called plus calling DTE fields is odd, the combined fields shall be
rounded up to an integral number of octets by inserting zeros in bits 4-1 of
the last octet of the combined fields.

7.3.10.2.5 Called and calling NSAP address fields

7.3.10.2.5.1 When indicated by the called and calling NSAP address present
indicator bits, the octets following the calling and called DTE fields shall
contain the called NSAP address field, then the calling NSAP address field.

7.3.10.2.6 Facility field length field

7.3.10.2.6.1 When indicated by the facilities field present indicator bit, the
next octet shall contain the length of the facilities field in octets.  The
facility field length field shall be binary-coded, where bit 1 shall be the
low-order bit of the field.

7.3.10.2.7 Facilities field

7.3.10.2.7.1 When indicated by the facilities field present indicator bit, the
octets following the facility field length field shall contain the codes and
parameters for the facilities.

7.3.10.2.8 Call user data field

7.3.10.2.8.1 The next octets shall be used to carry the call user data, if
any.  If fast select facility is not used, not more than 16 octets of data
shall be present.  If fast select facility is used, not more than 128 octets
of data shall be present.

7.3.10.3 Connection confirm SNPDU

7.3.10.3.1 Figure 7.5 shall specify the format of the connection confirm
SNPDU.
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7.3.10.3.2 SNPDU type identifier field

7.3.10.3.2.1 Bits 1 and 2 shall be the following indicator bits:

a) bit 1, facilities field present; and

b) bit 2, NSAP address present.

7.3.10.3.2.2 These bits shall be set to 1 if the corresponding fields are
present; otherwise, they shall be set to 0.

7.3.10.3.3 Called NSAP address field

7.3.10.3.3.1 When indicated by the NSAP address present indicator bit, the
octets following the logical channel number field shall consist of the called
NSAP address.

7.3.10.3.4 Facility length field

7.3.10.3.4.1 When indicated by the facilities field present indicator bit, the
next octet shall contain the length of the facilities field in octets.  The
facility length indicator shall be binary-coded, where bit 1 shall be the low-
order bit of the field.

7.3.10.3.5 Facilities field

7.3.10.3.5.1 When indicated by the facilities field present indicator bit, the
octets following the facilities field shall contain the codes and parameters
for the facilities.

7.3.10.3.6 Called user data field

7.3.10.3.6.1 The next octets shall be used to carry the called user data, if
any.  If fast select facility is used, not more than 128 octets of data shall
be present.

7.3.10.4 Connection released SNPDU

7.3.10.4.1 Figure 7.6 shall define the connection released SNPDU format.

7.3.10.4.2 SNPDU type identifier field

7.3.10.4.2.1 Bit 2 shall be the NSAP address present indicator bit.

7.3.10.4.2.2 This bit shall be set to 1 if the called NSAP address field is
present; otherwise, it shall be set to 0.

7.3.10.4.3 Called NSAP address field

7.3.10.4.3.1 This field shall have the same coding as 7.3.10.3.3.1.

7.3.10.4.4 Clearing cause field

7.3.10.4.4.1 The next octet shall be the clearing cause field.  It shall
contain the clearing cause for the release of the connection.

7.3.10.4.4.2 The coding of the clearing cause which may be generated by the
SSNDPX shall be as given in Table 7.2.
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7.3.10.4.5 Diagnostic code field

7.3.10.4.5.1 The octet following the clearing cause field shall be the
diagnostic code field.  It shall contain additional information on the reason
for the release of the connection.  The coding of the diagnostic code field
shall be dependent on the clearing cause in Table 7.2.  Table 7.3 shall define
the diagnostic code field codings when connection release has been initiated
by the SSNDPX.

7.3.10.4.6 Clear user data field

7.3.10.4.6.1 The field following the diagnostic code field shall be the user
data field.  If present, this field shall contain not more than 128 octets of
user data.

7.3.10.5 Connection release complete SNPDU

7.3.10.5.1 Figure 7.7 shall define the connection release complete SNPDU
format.

7.3.10.6 Data SNPDU

7.3.10.6.1 Figure 7.8 shall define the data SNPDU format.

7.3.10.6.2 M-bit

7.3.10.6.2.1 The M-bit shall be set to 1 if the SNPDU is not the last in an
M-bit sequence of data SNPDUs.  Otherwise, it shall be set to 0.

7.3.10.6.3 SNPDU number field

7.3.10.6.3.1 Octet 3 shall contain the 8-bit SNPDU number.

7.3.10.6.4 User data field

7.3.10.6.4.1 The field following the SNPDU number field shall contain the user
data.  This field shall contain up to a maximum of 503 octets.

7.3.10.7 Interrupt data SNPDU

7.3.10.7.1 Figure 7.9 shall define the interrupt data SNPDU format.

7.3.10.7.2 Interrupt user data field

7.3.10.7.2.1 The field following the logical channel number field shall be the
interrupt user data field.  This field shall contain up to a maximum of 32
octets.

7.3.10.8 Interrupt confirm SNPDU

7.3.10.8.1 Figure 7.10 shall define the interrupt confirm SNPDU format.

7.3.10.9 Reset SNPDU

7.3.10.9.1 Figure 7.11 shall define the reset SNPDU format.
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7.3.10.9.2 Resetting cause

7.3.10.9.2.1 Octet 3 shall be the resetting cause field and shall contain the
reason for the reset.  When the reset has been initiated by the SSNDPX, the
coding of the resetting cause field in a reset SNPDU shall be as given in
Table 7.2.

7.3.10.9.3 Diagnostic code

7.3.10.9.3.1 Octet 4 shall be the diagnostic code field and shall contain
additional information on the reason for the reset.  The coding of the
diagnostic code field shall be dependent on the resetting cause as given in
Table 7.2.  Table 7.3 shall define the diagnostic code field codings when the
reset has been initiated by the SSNDPX.

7.3.10.9.3.2 If the resetting cause field indicates "IWF originated", the
diagnostic code field shall have been passed unchanged from the IWF as a
result of its having initiated a resetting procedure.

7.3.10.10 Reset confirm SNPDU

7.3.10.10.1 Figure 7.12 shall define the reset confirm SNPDU format.

7.3.10.11 Flow control (suspend) SNPDU

7.3.10.11.1 Figure 7.13 shall define the flow control (suspend) SNPDU format.

7.3.10.11.2 Flow control reason field

7.3.10.11.2.1 Octet 3 shall contain the flow control reason field.  This field
shall be set to 11001001 (suspend).

7.3.10.11.3 SNPDU number field

7.3.10.11.3.1 Octet 4 shall contain the 8-bit SNPDU number of the last in
sequence received and accepted data SNPDU.

7.3.10.12 Flow control (resume) SNPDU

7.3.10.12.1 Figure 7.14 shall define the flow control (resume) SNPDU format.

7.3.10.12.2 Flow control field

7.3.10.12.2.1 Octet 3 shall contain the flow control reason field.  This field
shall be set to 11001011 (resume) to resume transmission from the peer.

7.3.10.13 Connection request/confirm SNPDU facilities field

7.3.10.13.1 The facilities field shall be present only when the facility
field present indicator bit is set to one in the connection request, and
connection confirm SNPDUs.

7.3.10.13.2 The facilities field shall contain one facility element for each
facility or group of facilities requested.  The first octet of each facility
element shall be the facility code field, which shall indicate the code for
the facility or facilities requested.  The remaining octets of a facility
element shall contain the facility parameter field.
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7.3.10.13.3 Recommended facilities

7.3.10.13.3.1 Recommendation.—  The following facilities should be supported
by the SSNDPX:

a) throughput class negotiation;

b) transit delay selection and indication; and

c) fast select.

7.3.10.13.4 Throughput class negotiation (TCN) facility format

7.3.10.13.4.1 Figure 7.15 shall define the format of the throughput class
negotiation (TCN) facility field.

7.3.10.13.5 Transit delay selection and indication (TDSAI) facility format

7.3.10.13.5.1 Figure 7.16 shall define the format of the transit delay
selection and indication facility field.

7.3.10.13.6 Fast select facility format

7.3.10.13.6.1 Figure 7.17 shall define the fast select facility format.

7.3.10.14 Diagnostic codes

7.3.10.14.1 When connection release/reset is initiated by the SSNDPX, the
coding of the diagnostic code field in the connection released and reset
SNPDUs shall be as defined in Table 7.3.

7.3.11 Timer values

7.3.11.1 The timer values shall be as defined in Table 7.6.

7.3.12 State diagrams

7.3.12.1 State diagrams for the following states shall be given below:

a) Figure 7.18 shall define the state diagram for connection
establishment/release of a logical channel.

b) Figure 7.19 shall define the state diagram for reset and flow
control states within the data transfer state.

7.3.13 State tables

7.3.13.1 Actions taken in any state of the SSNDPX shall be given by Table
7.7-Table 7.10.

7.3.13.2 The following conventions shall be used in the state tables:

a) Action taken, which could be:

- normal, as defined in 7.3.5-7.3.8;

- discard the received SNPDU and take no subsequent action as
a result of receiving that SNPDU;
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- error, as defined in the table;

b) D = the diagnostic code contained in the diagnostic code
field of the appropriate SNPDU (connection released, or
reset) issued upon the detection of the indicated error.

7.3.14 Satellite subnetwork dependent to link layer interface functions

7.3.14.1 The interface functions to the link layer shall include the
following:

a) generation and reception of link interface data units
(LIDUs);

b) routing of received SNPDUs according to connection;

c) selection of further SNPDUs for transmission according to a
cyclic order of selecting among the logical channels at a
given Q number and giving precedence to interrupt SNPDUs over
data SNPDUs of the same Q number; and

d) routing of local acknowledgement (success/fail) for RLS
transmission status indication LIDUs.

7.3.14.2 The LIDUs passed between the SSNDPX and the link layer shall
include the LIDUs defined in Table 7.11.

7.3.15 Packet to SNPDU mapping rules

7.3.15.1 This section shall specify the rules for mapping the ISO-8208
packet fields into the corresponding fields in SNPDU.

7.3.15.2 DTE addresses

7.3.15.2.1 The called DTE address and the calling DTE address fields in the
ISO-8208 call request packet shall be directly mapped into the called DTE
address and the calling DTE address fields in the connection request SNPDU.

7.3.15.2.2 The calling and called DTE addresses in the ISO-8208 call
accepted packet shall not be transmitted across the satellite link.

7.3.15.3 NSAP address

7.3.15.3.1 The called address extension and the calling address extension
parameter fields in the ISO-8208 call request packet shall be directly mapped
into the called NSAP address and the calling NSAP address fields in the
connection request SNPDU.

7.3.15.3.2 If the called address extension parameter in either the ISO-8208
call accepted packet or clear request packet is equal to the called NSAP
address of the corresponding connection request SNPDU, then the called address
extension shall not be transmitted across the satellite link.  Otherwise, it
shall be directly mapped into the relevant SNPDU.
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7.3.15.4 Subnetwork connection priority

7.3.15.4.1 The target value for the priority of data on a connection in the
ISO-8208 call request packet shall be mapped to the LIDU Q number passed to
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the link layer as defined in Table 7.12.  This value shall be used as long as
the connection set-up procedure has not been completed.

7.3.15.4.2 The selected value for the priority of data on a connection in
the ISO-8208 call accepted packet shall be mapped to the LIDU Q number passed
to the link layer as defined in Table 7.12.  This value shall be used for the
remainder of the SNC.

7.3.15.4.3 If an invalid priority value is provided in the call request or
call accepted packet, the SSNDPX shall reject the call.  The diagnostic code
in the clear indication packet shall be set to "connection rejection —
requested quality of service not available — (permanent condition)".

7.3.15.4.4 If priority of data on a connection is not indicated in the call
request packet, a default value (SNC priority = 0) shall be used.

7.3.15.5 Throughput class negotiation

7.3.15.5.1 The throughput class negotiation shall apply independently for
each direction of transfer.

7.3.15.5.2 Throughput

7.3.15.5.2.1 The throughput subparameter shall be defined as one of the values
(unspecified, 75, 150, 300, 600, 1 200, 2 400, 4 800, 9 600, 19 200, 48 000,
64 000 bits/s).

7.3.15.6 Transit delay

7.3.15.6.1 The negotiated transit delay shall apply to both directions of
transfer.

7.3.15.6.2 Aircraft-originated connection establishment

7.3.15.6.2.1 The SSNDPA shall map directly the transit delay selection and
indication (TDSAI) facility in the call request packet to the same facility in
the connection request SNPDU.

7.3.15.6.2.2 If the SSNDPG receives a call accepted packet from the IWF in
response to an incoming call packet with TDSAI facility, it shall forward the
same facility in the connection confirm SNPDU to the SSNDPA.

7.3.15.6.3 Ground-originated connection establishment

7.3.15.6.3.1 If the SSNDPG receives a call request packet with the TDSAI
facility from the IWF, the SSNDPG shall forward to the SSNDPA a mean value for
the satellite subnetwork transit of a data SNPDU of 131 octets in the
connection request SNPDU.

7.3.15.7 Fast select

7.3.15.7.1 The fast select facility shall be treated as follows:

a) a call request packet without the fast select facility shall
be mapped to a connection request no restriction on response
SNPDU with the fast select (use not permitted) facility;

b) a call request packet with the fast select facility
indicating fast select requested with no restriction on
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response shall be mapped to a connection request no
restriction on response SNPDU without the fast select (use
not permitted) facility; and

c) a call request packet with the fast select facility
indicating fast select request with restriction on response
shall be mapped to a connection request with restriction on
response SNPDU without the fast select (use not permitted)
facility.

7.3.15.8 Cause and diagnostic codes

7.3.15.8.1 Clearing cause, resetting cause, and diagnostic code fields shall
be transferred without modification from the packets to the corresponding
SNPDUs.

7.3.15.8.2 If the SSNDPX has initiated the clear or reset procedure,
clearing cause, resetting cause and diagnostic code fields shall be set as
defined in Table 7.2, and Table 7.3.

7.3.15.9 Data

7.3.15.9.1 If the user data field in the data packets of an M-bit packet
sequence is less than the default data SNPDU maximum user data field length,
then these fields shall be concatenated to form an M-bit SNPDU sequence.

7.3.15.9.2 If the user data field in the data packets of an M-bit packet
sequence is greater than the default data SNPDU maximum user data field
length, then these fields shall be segmented to form an M-bit SNPDU sequence.

7.3.16 SNPDU to packet mapping rules

7.3.16.1 This section shall specify the rules for mapping the SNPDU fields
into the corresponding fields in ISO-8208 packet.

7.3.16.2 DTE address

7.3.16.2.1 The called DTE address and the calling DTE address fields in the
connection request SNPDU shall be directly mapped into the called DTE address
and the calling DTE address fields in the incoming call packet.

7.3.16.2.2 Both the calling and called DTE address fields shall be
regenerated when forwarding a call connected packet, if they were present in
the corresponding call request packet.

7.3.16.3 NSAP address

7.3.16.3.1 The called NSAP address and the calling NSAP address fields in
the connection request SNPDU shall be directly mapped into the called address
extension and calling address extension parameter fields in the incoming call
packet.

7.3.16.3.2 The called NSAP address field in the connection confirm or
connection released SNPDU shall be mapped into the called address extension
field in the call connected or clear indication packet.

7.3.16.4 Priority
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7.3.16.4.1 The Q number associated with the connection request and
connection confirm SNPDUs shall be mapped into the target and selected values
of the priority of data on a connection field in the priority facility in the
ISO-8208 incoming call and call connected packets.

7.3.16.5 Throughput class negotiation

7.3.16.5.1 The throughput class negotiation shall apply independently for
each direction of transfer.

7.3.16.5.2 Throughput

7.3.16.5.2.1 The throughput sub-parameter shall be defined as one of the
values (unspecified, 75, 150, 300, 600, 1 200, 2 400, 4 800, 9 600, 19 200,
48 000, 64 000 bits/s).

7.3.16.6 Transit delay

7.3.16.6.1 The negotiated transit delay shall apply to both directions of
transfer.

7.3.16.6.2 Aircraft-originated connection establishment

7.3.16.6.2.1 If the SSNDPG receives a connection request SNPDU from a SSNDPA
with TDSAI facility, the SSNDPG shall forward to the IWF a mean value for
satellite subnetwork transit delay of a data SNPDU of 131 octets in the
incoming call packet.

7.3.16.6.2.2 The SSNDPA shall map directly the TDSAI facility in the
connection confirm SNPDU to the same facility in the call connected packet.

7.3.16.6.3 Ground-originated connection establishment

7.3.16.6.3.1 The SSNDPA shall map directly the TDSAI facility in the
connection request SNPDU to the same facility in the incoming call packet.

7.3.16.6.3.2 If the SSNDPG receives a connection confirm SNPDU from the SSNDPA
in response to a connection request SNPDU with TDSAI facility, it shall
forward the same facility in the call connected packet to the IWF.

7.3.16.7 Fast select

7.3.16.7.1 The fast select facility shall be treated as follows:

a) a connection request with no restriction on response SNPDU
with the fast select (use not permitted) facility shall be
mapped into an incoming call packet with the fast select
facility;

b) a connection request with no restriction on response SNPDU
without the fast select (use not permitted) facility shall be
mapped into an incoming call packet with the fast select
facility with the "no restriction on response" parameter;

c) A connection request with restriction on response SNPDU
without the fast select (use not permitted) facility shall be
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mapped into an incoming call packet with the fast select
facility with the "restriction on response" parameter.

7.3.16.8 Cause and diagnostic codes

7.3.16.8.1 Clearing cause, resetting cause, and diagnostic code fields shall
be transferred without modification from the SNPDUs to the corresponding
packets.

7.3.16.9 Data

7.3.16.9.1 If the user data field in the data SNPDUs of an M-bit SNPDU
sequence is less than the default data packet maximum user data field length,
then these fields shall be concatenated to form an M-bit packet sequence.

7.3.16.9.2 If the user data field in the data SNPDUs of an M-bit SNPDU
sequence is greater than the default data packet maximum user data field
length, then these fields shall be segmented to form an M-bit packet sequence.

7.3.17 Capacity

7.3.17.1 The SSNDPA shall support at least eight simultaneous, independent
logical channels.

7.4  ISO-8208 DCE protocol operations

7.4.1 General provisions

7.4.1.1 The protocol between the ISO-8208 DCE and the ISO-8208 DTE shall
comply with the ISO-8208 second edition.

7.4.1.2 Packet layer entity

Note.— Within the ISO-8208 DCE there may be more than one DCE/DTE interface,
e.g. a GES may be connected to more than one ground ATN router.  One such
entity exists in the DCE for each DCE/DTE interface.  Deciding which entity to
use to reach a particular destination is a function performed external to the
protocol described here.  The protocol defined in this subsection pertains to
each packet layer entity in the DCE.

7.4.2 Conformance requirements

7.4.2.1 Supported services and capabilities

7.4.2.1.1 The following services and capabilities shall be supported:

a) virtual call service;

b) a user data field of up to 128 octets in data packets; and

c) expedited data delivery, i.e. the use of interrupt packets
with a user data field of up to 32 octets.
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7.4.2.2 Supported facilities

7.4.2.2.1 The following facilities shall be supported:

a) calling address extension and called address extension; and

b) priority.

Note.- The target and lowest acceptable values for the priority to gain a
connection and priority to keep a connection, and the lowest acceptable value
for data on a connection need not be supported.

7.4.2.3 Recommended facilities

7.4.2.3.1 Recommendation.- The following facilities should be supported:

a) throughput class negotiation;

b) transit delay selection and indication;

c) fast select;

d) fast select acceptance.

7.4.3 Operations

7.4.3.1 External interactions

Note.— The initiation of certain DCE procedures is directed by elements
outside the ISO-8208 DCE.  Likewise, the occurrence of certain ISO-8208 DCE
events are to be reported appropriately.  These external interactions include:

a) requesting of the link layer, transmission of outgoing
packets;

b) receiving, from the link layer, incoming packets;

c) accepting requests from the IWF to initiate certain ISO-8208
protocol procedures including:

1) originate a virtual call,

2) accept a virtual call,

3) terminate a virtual call,

4) transfer data and interrupt information, and

5) re-initialize a logical channel.

d) reporting to the IWF the occurrence of certain ISO-8208
protocol events including:

1) receipt of an incoming request to set up a virtual call,

2) receipt of the acceptance of a virtual call set-up,
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3) termination of a virtual call,

4) receipt of data and interrupt information, and

5) re-initialization of a logical channel.

7.4.3.1.1 The ISO-8208 DCE shall accept all ISO-8208 packets from the
ISO-8208 DTE without failure.

7.4.3.2 Logical channels

Note.— Each virtual call and permanent virtual circuit is assigned a logical
channel identifier which is a number in the range from 1 through 4 095.  For
each virtual call, a logical channel identifier is assigned during the call
set-up phase from a range of previously agreed-upon logical channel
identifiers.  For each permanent virtual circuit, a logical channel identifier
is assigned in agreement with the DTE.  A DCE's use of logical channels is
agreed upon for a period of time with the DTE.

7.4.3.3 State transitions

7.4.3.3.1 The specifications and definitions in ISO-8208 shall apply for
format definitions, diagnostic and cause codes, facility registration
protocols (if used), and flow control on the ISO-8208 interface.  

Note 1.— The ISO-8208 DCE is defined as a state machine.  An ISO-8208 packet
received from the DTE can cause state transitions, as can a packet received
from IWF.  Figure 7.20 illustrates the hierarchy of the sub-states to one
another.  The next state transition (if any) that occurs when the DCE receives
a packet from the DTE is specified by Table 7.15 through Table 7.20.  These
tables are organized according to the hierarchy in Figure 7.20.  The same
transitions are defined in Table 7.21 through Table 7.24 when the DCE receives
a packet from the IWF.

Note 2.— Upon receiving a packet, the action is classified as normal or
erroneous under the entry "A =".  The resulting state is shown under the
entry, "S =".

7.4.3.3.2 If a state transition is specified, the actions taken shall be as
specified in Table 7.15 through Table 7.24.

7.4.3.4 Disposition of packets

7.4.3.4.1 The disposition of the received packet shall be specified in
Table 7.15 through Table 7.24.  When a packet is received from the DTE, the
expressions in parentheses in Table 7.15 through Table 7.20 specify whether
the packet shall be forwarded or not forwarded to the IWF.  If no remark in
parentheses is listed or listed as not forwarded, then the packet shall be
discarded.  Similarly Table 7.21 through Table 7.24 shall specify the
disposition of packets received from the IWF.  Packets listed as "forwarded"
shall be sent to the DTE.

7.4.3.5 Diagnostic and cause codes

7.4.3.5.1 For certain conditions, Table 7.15 through Table 7.20 indicate a
diagnostic code that shall be included in the packet generated when entering
the state indicated.  The term, "D =", shall define the diagnostic code.  When
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"A = DIAG", the action taken shall be to generate an ISO-8208 diagnostic
packet and transfer it to the DTE; the diagnostic code indicated shall define
the entry in the diagnostic field of the packet.  In the cause field of any
packet type, bit 8 of the cause field shall always set to 0, indicating that
the condition was recognized by the ISO-8208 interface.

Note.— The state Table 7.15 to Table 7.24 are defined so that the SSNDPX and
ISO-8208 DCE functions can operate simultaneously.  While asynchronous
operation is a suitable implementation strategy, it is not a requirement for
the SSNDPX and ISO-8208 DCE operations.

7.4.3.6 DCE timer

Note.— Under certain circumstances, the DTE must respond to a packet issued
from the DCE within a given time.

7.4.3.6.1 Table 7.25 covers these circumstances and the actions that the
DCE shall initiate upon the expiration of that time.

7.4.4 Capacity

7.4.4.1 The AES DCE shall support at least eight simultaneous,
independent logical channels.

7.4.5 VC pre-emption

7.4.5.1 A logical channel of the lowest priority and the associated
virtual call shall be cleared as necessary to accept a request for higher
priority service.

Note.— Logical channels and virtual calls have a priority level of 0 unless
the ISO-8208 priority facility was invoked during call set up.

7.5  Interworking function

7.5.1 SSNDPX/IWF interface

7.5.1.1 The ISO-8208 packets exchanged between the IWF and the SSNDPX
shall be defined in Table 7.26.

7.5.1.2 Incoming call packet handling

7.5.1.2.1 The IWF shall remove the expedited data negotiation facility from
the incoming call packet and shall forward it to the appropriate ISO-8208 DCE
entity.

7.5.1.3 Call connected packet handling

7.5.1.3.1 The IWF shall remove the expedited data negotiation facility from
the call connected packet and shall forward it to the appropriate ISO-8208 DCE
entity.  For each virtual call, the IWF shall associate the SSNDPX logical
channel with the corresponding ISO-8208 DCE logical channel.
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7.5.1.4 Clear indication packet handling

7.5.1.4.1 The IWF shall disassociate the SSNDPX logical channel with the
corresponding ISO-8208 DCE logical channel and forward the packet to the
ISO-8208 DCE entity.

7.5.1.5 Data, interrupt, interrupt confirmation, and reset indication
packet handling

7.5.1.5.1 Data, interrupt, interrupt confirmation, and reset indication
packets shall be forwarded to the appropriate ISO-8208 DCE entity based on the
logical channel association established after the completion of a connection
establishment.

7.5.2 ISO-8208 DCE/IWF interface

7.5.2.1 The ISO-8208 packets exchanged between the IWF and the ISO-8208
DCE shall be as defined in Table 7.27.

7.5.2.2 Call request packet handling

7.5.2.2.1 The IWF shall add the expedited data negotiation facility with
"use of expedited data" parameter to the call request packet and shall forward
it to the appropriate SSNDPX entity.  If the optional called DTE address is
invalid, then the IWF shall return a clear indication packet to the ISO-8208
DCE entity.

7.5.2.3 Call accepted packet handling

7.5.2.3.1 The IWF shall add the expedited data negotiation facility with
the "use of expedited data" parameter to the call accepted packet and shall
forward it to the appropriate SSNDPX entity.  For each virtual call, the IWF
shall associate the ISO-8208 DCE logical channel with the corresponding SSNDPX
logical channel.

7.5.2.4 Clear request packet handling

7.5.2.4.1 The IWF shall disassociate the ISO-8208 DCE logical channel with
the corresponding SSNDPX logical channel and forward the packet to the SSNDPX
entity.

7.5.2.5 Data, interrupt, interrupt confirmation and reset request packet
handling

7.5.2.5.1 Data, interrupt, interrupt confirmation and reset request packets
shall be forwarded to the appropriate SSNDPX entity based on the logical
channel association established after the completion of a connection
establishment.

7.5.3 IWF/RI interface

7.5.3.1 The IWF shall forward the routing initiation event messages to
the appropriate ISO-8208 DCE logical channel.
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7.5.4 ISO-8208 logical channel and SSNDPX logical channel association

Note.— ISO-8208 DCE logical channel identifier and the SSNDPX logical channel
number of a SNC need not be identical.

7.5.5 Data transfer procedures

7.5.5.1 Flow control

7.5.5.1.1 Flow control shall be applied between the SSNDPX and the ISO-8208
DCE to prevent storage overflow.

7.5.6 Cause and diagnostic code

7.5.6.1 The IWF shall replace the cause "Local procedure error" in
ISO-8208 packets received from the DCE, by the cause "remote procedure error"
before forwarding them to the SSNDPX.  All other causes shall be transferred
without modification.

7.5.6.2 Diagnostic codes shall be transferred without modification.

7.6  Management interface

7.6.1 AES management interface

7.6.1.1 The changes in log-on status conveyed from the AES management to
the SSNL shall be as defined in subsection 9.2.1.1.1.

7.6.1.2 When the AES either logs-off or logs-on to a new GES, the AES
SSNL shall clear all connections with the GES from which the AES is logged-
off, and shall release all resources associated with these SNCs.

Note.- No action is required when the AES renews its log-on to the same GES.

7.6.1.3 Routing initiation event

7.6.1.3.1 The RI function shall be performed by the RI entity.

7.6.1.3.2 Log-on to a GES

7.6.1.3.2.1 When the AES logs-on to a GES, the RI shall forward to the IWF
routing initiation event message indicating AES log-on to that GES.

Note.- The attached ATN router, on receiving the RI event message, will have
sufficient information to estabish the SVCs.

7.6.1.3.3 Log-off from a GES

7.6.1.3.3.1 When the AES logs-off from a GES, the RI shall forward to the IWF
routing initiation event message indicating AES log-off from the GES.

7.6.2 GES management interface

7.6.2.1 The changes in log-on status conveyed from the GES management to
the SSNL shall be as defined in subsection 10.3.2.1.
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7.6.2.2 When the AES logs-off from the GES, the SSNL shall clear all
connections associated with the AES, and shall release all resources
associated with these SNCs.
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 M D SNPDU Type Identifier

2 Logical Channel Number

Additional Fields
Depending on SNPDU Type

Figure 7-3 General format of a SNPDU

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 X X 0 0 X X X

2 Logical Channel Number

3 DTE Address Length

Called DTE **

Calling DTE **

Called NSAP *

Calling NSAP *

Facility Field Length *

Facilities *

Call User Data *

* if present

** if length not equal to 0

Figure 7-4 Connection request SNPDU format
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 X 0 0 1 0 X X

2 Logical Channel Number

Called NSAP Address *

Facility Field Length *

Facilities *

Call User Data *

* if present

Figure 7-5 Connection confirm SNPDU format

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 X 0

2 Logical Channel Number

Called NSAP Address *

Clearing Cause

Diagnostic Code

Clear User Data *

* if present

Figure 7-6 Connection released SNPDU format
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

2 Logical Channel Number

Figure 7-7 Connection release complete SNPDU
           format

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 M D 1 1 0 0 0 0

2 Logical Channel Number

3 SNPDU Number

User Data

Figure 7-8 Data SNPDU format
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

2 Logical Channel Number

Interrupt User Data

Figure 7-9 Interrupt data SNPDU format

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

2 Logical Channel Number

Figure 7-10 Interrupt confirm SNPDU format
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

2 Logical Channel Number

3 Resetting Cause

4 Diagnostic Code

Figure 7-11 Reset SNPDU format

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1

2 Logical Channel Number

Figure 7-12 Reset confirm SNPDU format
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

2 Logical Channel Number

3 Flow Control Reason

4 SNPDU Number

Figure 7-13 Flow control (suspend) SNPDU format

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

O
c
t
e
t
s

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

2 Logical Channel Number

3 Flow Control Reason

Figure 7-14 Flow control (resume) SNPDU format
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Bits

Bits:
8765
or
Bits:
4321

Throughput
Class
(bits/s)
as defined in
ISO-8208

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

75
150
300
600
1200
2400
4800
9600
19200
48000
64000

Reserved
Reserved

Code: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

parameter
field:

from the
Called DTE *

from the
Calling DTE *

* The four bits indicating each throughput
class are binary coded and correspond to
throughput classes as indicated on the
right

Figure 7-15 Throughput class negotiation (TCN) facility field

Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Code: 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Parameter
field:

Octet
1

Transit delay expressed in
millisecond (higher order bits)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Octet
2

Transit delay expressed in
millisecond (lower order bits)

Figure 7-16 Transit delay selection and indication facility
            format
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Bits

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Code: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Parameter
field:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 7-17 Fast select (use not permitted)
            facility format
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Figure 7-18 Connection establishment and release state diagram
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Figure 7-19 Reset and flow control state diagrams within the data transfer
            state

Figure 7-20 ISO-8208 DCE sub-state hierarchy
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Table 7.1 SNPDU Type Identifier Encoding

Code SNPDU TYPE

Bit
654321

(refer to Figure 7.3 through Figure 7.14 SNPDU format)

000000 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000001 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000010 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000011 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000100 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000101 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000110 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

000111 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, NO RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

001000 CONNECTION CONFIRM, NO CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD

001001 CONNECTION CONFIRM, NO CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD

001010 CONNECTION CONFIRM, WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD

001011 CONNECTION CONFIRM, WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD

0011XX SPARES

010000 CONNECTION RELEASED, NO CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD

010010 CONNECTION RELEASED, WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD

0100X1 SPARES

0101XX SPARES

011000 CONNECTION RELEASE COMPLETE

011010 SPARE

0111X0 SPARES

011XX1 SPARES

100000 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100001 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100010 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100011 CONNECTION REQUEST, NO CALLING NSAP ADD, WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100100 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100101 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., NO CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100110 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., NO FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

100111 CONNECTION REQUEST, WITH CALLING NSAP ADD., WITH CALLED NSAP ADD., WITH FACILITY FIELD, WITH RESTRICTION ON RESPONSE

101XXX SPARES

110000 DATA

110001 SPARE

110010 INTERRUPT

110011 RESET

1101XX SPARES

111000 RESERVED

111001 FLOW CONTROL

111010 INTERRUPT CONFIRM

111011 RESET CONFIRM

11110X SPARES

111110 SPARE

111111 RESERVED
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Table 7.2 SSNDPX generated cause field coding

Generating Condition Release/reset cause field coding
Bits
8765 4321

SSNDPX originated release (remote procedure error)
SSNDPX originated release (local procedure error)
SSNDPX originated release (invalid facility request)
SSNDPX originated release (network congestion)
SSNDPX originated reset (remote procedure error)
SSNDPX originated reset (local procedure error)
SSNDPX originated reset (network congestion)

1001 0001
1001 0011
1000 0011
1000 0101
1000 0011
1000 0101
1000 0111
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Table 7.3 Diagnostic code field codings (for those originated by the SSND sub-layer)

Generating Condition Diagnostic field
coding (decimal)

Applicable SNPDUs

SSNDP Operation

Disconnection (temporary, e.g., handover)
Disconnection (permanent, e.g., log off)
Unable to establish call (temporary)
Unable to establish call (permanent)
Connection rejection- requested quality of service not available
(transient condition)
Connection rejection- requested quality of service not available
(permanent condition)

1110 0001 (225)
1110 0010 (226)
1110 0011 (227)
1110 0100 (228)
1110 0101 (229)

1110 0110 (230)

Released
Released
Released
Released
Released

Released

Protocol error (SNPDU type invalid while in:)

Ready state
IWF call request state
Incoming call state
Data transfer state
Remote clear request state
Flow control state
Remote reset request state

0001 0100 (20)
0001 0101 (21)
0001 0110 (22)
0001 0111 (23)
0001 1010 (26)
0001 1011 (27)
0001 1101 (29)

Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Reset
Reset

Protocol error (SNPDU not allowed)

Unidentifiable SNPDU
Invalid LCN (see 7.1.7)
SNPDU too short
SNPDU too long
SNPDU type not compatible with facility
Unauthorized interrupt confirm SNPDU
Unauthorized interrupt SNPDU
Invalid called DTE address
Invalid calling DTE address
Invalid facility length
D-bit procedure not supported

0010 0001 (33)
0010 0010 (34)
0010 0110 (38)
0010 0111 (39)
0010 1010 (42)
0010 1011 (43)
0010 1100 (44)
0100 0011 (67)
0100 0100 (68)
0100 0101 (69)
1010 0110 (166)

Rel., Res.
Released
Rel., Res.
Rel., Res.
Released
Reset
Reset
Released
Released
Released
Reset

Transmission error

No additional information
Invalid SNPDU number
Invalid acknowledge SNPDU number
Retransmission count surpassed

0000 0000 (0)
0000 0001 (1)
0000 0010 (2)
1001 0000 (144)

Rel., Res.
Reset
Reset
Rel., Res.

Timer expired

tN1 (for connection confirm SNPDU)
tN3 (for reset confirm SNPDU)
tN4 (for interrupt confirm SNPDU)
tN5 (for acknowledge SNPDU)
tN7 (for flow control (suspend) supervision)

0011 0001 (49)
0011 0011 (51)
0011 1001 (57)
0011 1010 (58)
0011 1011 (59)

Released
Released
Reset
Reset
Reset
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Table 7.4 SSNDPX time supervision

Timer
Design

Start event Normally terminated by Action when timer
expires

tN1 Transmission of
connection request
SNPDU

Reception of connection
confirm or connection
released SNPDU

Send connection
released SNPDU

tN3 Transmission of reset
SNPDU

Reception of reset
confirm or reset SNPDU

SSNDPX initiates a
release of the connection

tN4 Transmission of interrupt
SNPDU

Reception of interrupt
confirm SNPDU

SSNDPX shall initiate a
reset of connection

tN6 Transmission of
connection released
SNPDU

Reception of connection
release complete or
connection released
SNPDU

Return logical channel
to ready state

tN7 Transmission of flow
control (suspend)
SNPDU

Transmission of flow
control (resume) SNPDU

SSNDPX shall initiate a
reset of connection

Notes.- 1. The timers tN2, tN5 and tN8 are reserved.

2. Timers are started when the SSNDPX receives success status in the
transmission status indication LIDU from the link layer.
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Table 7.5 SSNDPX Supervision of transmission errors - receiving a "Fail" LIDU

SNPDU type reported through fail SSNDPX action

CONNECTION REQUEST Send clear indication packet to IWF and return the
logical channel to the ready state

CONNECTION CONFIRM, CONNECTION
RELEASE COMPLETE, ACKNOWLEDGE,
INTERRUPT CONFIRM

No action

RESET CONFIRM Retry once.  If retry fails then return the logical
channel to the data transfer state

CONNECTION RELEASED Retry once.  If retry fails then return the logical
channel to the ready state

DATA, INTERRUPT SSNDPX initiates a reset of the connection (reset
cause = "network congestion")

FLOW CONTROL SSNDPX initiates a release of the connection (release
cause = "network congestion")

RESET Retry once.  If retry fails then initiate a release of the
connection (release cause = "network congestion")

Note.- For SNPDUs which are confirmed by the remote SSND sub-layer entity, processing of the
corresponding fail LIDU only applies if it is received prior to the reception of the expected response
from the other end.
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Table 7.6 SSNDPX timers

TIMER VALUE (SECONDS)

tN1
tN3
tN4
tN6
tN7

180
120
120
120
60

Table 7.7 SSNDPX actions -- any state

SNPDU received from remote SSNDPX Any state

Any SNPDU with an invalid SNPDU type Discard

Any SNPDU less than 2 octets in length Discard

Note.- The SNPDU type is invalid if it is identified as "spare" or "reserved" in Table 7.1
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Table 7.8 SSNDPX actions - connection establishment states

SNPDU received from
remote SSNDPX

Call Setup States

Ready State IWF Call Request Incoming call

CONNECTION
REQUEST

Action: Normal Not Applicable Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0110

CONNECTION
CONFIRM

Action: Error * send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0100

Action: Normal or
Action: Error (Note 2),
send CONNECTION
RELEASED
D = 0010  1010

Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0110
(extend clear to IWF)
(see Note 1)

CONNECTION
RELEASED

Action: Normal (do not
forward)

Action: Normal (forward
to IWF)

Action: Normal (forward
to IWF)

CONNECTION
RELEASE COMPLETE

Action: Error * send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0100

Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0101
(extend clear to IWF)
(see Note 1)

Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0110
(extend clear to IWF)
(see Note 1)

DATA, INTERRUPT,
INTERRUPT
CONFIRM, RESET,
RESET CONFIRM,
FLOW CONTROL

Action: Error * send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0100

Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0101
(extend clear to IWF)
(see Note 1)

Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0110
(extend clear to IWF)
(see Note 1)

*SSNDPX internal connection release request (i.e. IWF not informed)
Note 1.- The clearing cause field is equal to 145, i.e., remote procedure error
Note 2.- The error may occur if fast select with restriction on response has been requested
Note 3.- If the SNPDU is acceptable to the state of the logical channel (i.e. action = normal) but contains a

format error or is otherwise unacceptable then the SSND initiates a connection release procedure
(diagnostic codes that may apply include 34, 38, 39, 67, 68, 69, 225-230)
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Table 7.9 SSNDPX actions - data transfer and connection release states

SNPDU received from remote
SSNDPX

Data Transfer & Call Clearing States

Data Transfer Local Clear Request
*

Remote Clear Request

CONNECTION REQUEST Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED SNPDU D
= 0001 0111 (see
Note 1) (extend clear to
IWF)

Action: Discard Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
1010

CONNECTION CONFIRM Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0111 (see Note 1)
(extend clear to IWF)

Action: Discard Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
1010

CONNECTION RELEASE
COMPLETE

Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
0111
(extend clear to IWF)
(see Note 1)

Action: Normal Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
1010

CONNECTION RELEASED Action: Normal,
(forward to IWF)

Action: Normal (do
not forward to IWF)

Action: Discard

DATA, INTERRUPT,
INTERRUPT CONFIRM,
RESET, RESET CONFIRM,
FLOW CONTROL

See Table 7.10 Action: Discard Action: Error send
CONNECTION
RELEASED D = 0001
1010

* Internal clear (at connection establishment) or clear requested by the IWF
Note 1.- The clearing cause field is equal to 145, i.e., remote procedure error.
Note 2.- If the SNPDU is acceptable to the state of the logical channel (i.e. action = normal) but contains a format

error, then the SSND initiates a connection release procedure (diagnostic codes that may apply includes
38, 39).
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Table 7.10 SSNDPX actions - data transfer states

SNPDU received from
remote SSNDPX

Data Transfer States

Flow Control Local reset request Remote reset request

RESET Action: Normal Action: Normal (do not
forward)

Action: Discard

RESET CONFIRM Action: Error send RESET SNPDU D = 0001 1011
(extend reset to IWF)

Action: Normal (do not
forward)

Action: Error send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

INTERRUPT no remote interrupt
pending

remote interrupt on
going

Action: Normal Action: Error send
RESET SNPDU D =
0001 1100
(extend reset to IWF)

Action: Discard Action: Error, send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

INTERRUPT CONFIRM no local interrupt pending local interrupt on going

Action: Error send RESET
SNPDU D = 0010 1101
(extend reset to IWF)

Action: Normal Action: Discard Action: Error, send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

DATA with valid SNPDU
No.

Action: Normal (if flow control ready) or Action: Discard
(if flow control not ready)

Action: Discard Action: Error send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

DATA with invalid
SNPDU No.
(unrecoverable)

Action: Error send RESET SNPDU D = 0000 0001
(extend reset to IWF) or
Action: Discard (if flow control not ready)

Action: Discard Action: Error send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

FLOW CONTROL
(suspend) with valid
SNPDU No. or flow
control (resume)

Action: Normal Action: Discard Action: Error send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

FLOW CONTROL
(suspend) with invalid
SNPDU No.

Action: Error send RESET SNPDU D = 0000 0001
(extend reset to IWF)

Action: Discard Action: Error send
RESET SNPDU D = 0001
1101

Note.- If the SNDPU is acceptable to the state of the logical channel (i.e. action = normal) but contains a format error, then the SSND initiates a
connection reset procedure (diagnostic codes that may apply include 1, 2, 38, 39).
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Table 7.11 Summary of link interface data units and parameters

Direction LIDU name Parameters

From the subnetwork layer to the link
layer

Data GES ID (in AES) or AES ID (in GES)
RLS
Q number
LSDU

From the link layer to the subnetwork
layer

Data GES ID (in AES) or AES ID (in GES)
RLS
Q number
LSDU

Transmission status indication RLS
Success/Fail
First two octets of LSDU
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Table 7.12 Subnetwork connection priority mapping

Application Priority/Q number mapping

SNC priority in CALL
REQUEST/CALL
ACCEPTED packet

Q number SNC priority in
INCOMING
CALL/CALL
CONNECTED packet

AAC/APC-low, other, sys mgt (low)
AAC/APC normal, service comm
Gen A/C op (AAC/APC-high), government msg
Res msg (AAC/APC-urgent), UN Charter msg
Reserved
NOTAM Class I, sys mgt (mid)
Admin message
Flight regularity
Meteorological
Reserved
Reserved
Comm dir finding, flight safety, special handling
Reserved
Reserved
Distress, urgency, sys mgt (high)
Reserved
Unspecified

None  
0 
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15-254
255

0
0
1
2
3
Invalid/reject call
5
6
7
8
Invalid/reject call
Invalid/reject call
11
Invalid/reject call
Invalid/reject call
14
Invalid/reject call
0

None 
None
1
2
3
Not applicable
5
6
7
8
Not applicable
Not applicable
11
Not applicable
Not applicable
14
Not applicable
None

Note.- SNC priority value 255 (unspecified) in call request/call accepted packet should be mapped to Q number = 0, and none in incoming
call/call connected packet.
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Table 7.13 DCE actions at restart, call setup, and call clearing states

NOTE: State nomenclature in this table may differ from that used in ISO-8208

DCE
state

State
definition

Action when entering state

r1 PACKET LAYER READY All VCs are returned to the p1 state (see p1 state READY explanation) and all
PVCs are returned to d1, (flow control ready) state.

r2 DTE RESTART
REQUEST

The DCE returns each VC to the p1 state (see p1 state explanation) and issues a
restart confirmation packet to the DTE.

r3 DCE RESTART
INDICATION

The DCE returns each VC to the p1 state (see p1 state explanation) and issues a
restart indication packet to the DTE.

p1 READY Release all resources assigned to VC channel.  

p2 DTE CALL
REQUEST

Determine if sufficient resources exist to support request; if so, allocate resources
and forward ISO-8208 call request packet to IWF; if not, enter DCE clear
indication to DTE state (p7).  Determination of resources and allocation is as
defined in ISO-8208.

p3 DCE INCOMING CALL Determine if sufficient resources exist to support request; if so allocate resources
and forward ISO-8208 incoming call packet to DTE; if not, send a clear request
packet to the IWF.  Determination of resources and allocation is as defined in
ISO-8208.

p4 DATA TRANSFER No action.

p5 CALL COLLISION Send a clear request packet to the IWF, corresponding to the incoming call packet
(the DTE in its call collision state ignores the incoming call), and proceed with
the DTE call request packet.

p6 DTE CLEAR
REQUEST

Release all resources assigned to VC channel.  Send an ISO-8208 clear
confirmation packet to the DTE, a clear request packet to the IWF, and enter p1
state.

p7 DCE CLEAR
INDICATION TO DTE

Forward ISO-8208 clear indication packet to DTE.
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Table 7.14 DCE actions at reset, interrupt, and flow control states

NOTE:  State nomenclature in this table may differ from that used in ISO-8208

DCE
state

Sate definition Action when entering state

d1 FLOW CONTROL READY No action

d2 RESET REQUEST BY DTE Remove data packets transmitted to DTE from window; discard any data packets that
represent partially transmitted M-bit sequences and discard interrupt and interrupt
confirmation packets awaiting transfer to the DTE; reset all window counters to zero.  Send
reset confirmation packet to DTE.  Return channel to d1 state.

d3 RESET INDICATION BY DCE
TO DTE

Remove data packets transmitted to DTE from window; discard any data packets that
represent partially transmitted M-bit sequences and discard interrupt and interrupt
confirmation packets awaiting transfer to the DTE; reset all window counters to zero.  Send
reset indication packet to DTE.

i1 DTE INTERRUPT READY No action.

i2 DTE INTERRUPT SENT Forward interrupt packet received from DTE to IWF.

j1 DCE INTERRUPT READY No action.

j2 DCE INTERRUPT SENT Forward interrupt packet received from IWF to DTE.

f1 DCE RECEIVE READY No action.

f2 DCE RECEIVE NOT READY No action.

g1 DTE RECEIVE READY No action.

g2 DTE RECEIVE NOT READY No action.
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Table 7.15 DCE state table - any state

Received from DTE DCE SPECIAL CASES

ANY STATE

Any packet less than 2 octets in length A = DIAG
D = 38

Any packet with an invalid general format identifier A = DIAG
D = 40

Any packet with unassigned logical channel identifier A = DIAG
D = 36

Any packet with a valid general format identifier and
an assigned logical channel identifier (includes a
logical channel identifier of 0)

see Table 7.16
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Table 7.16 DTE effect on DCE restart states

Packet received from DTE DCE RESTART STATES (See Notes 6&7)

Packet Layer READY
(See Note 1) r1

DTE RESTART
REQUEST (See Note 4)
r2

DCE RESTART
INDICATION (See Note
5) r3

Packets having a packet type identifier shorter than 1 octet with
assigned logical channel identifier <> 0

See Table 7.17 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 38
(See Note 3)

A = DISCARD

Packet supported by DCE other than restart with a logical channel
identifier of 0

A = DIAG
D = 36

A = DIAG
D = 36

A = DIAG
D = 36

Packet with a packet type identifier which is undefined or not
supported by DCE and with assigned logical channel identifer <> 0

see Table 7.17 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 33
(See Note 3)

A = DISCARD

Restart request, or restart confirmation packet with a logical
channel identifier <> 0

see Table 7.17 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 41
(See Note 3)

A = DISCARD

Restart request A = NORMAL 
(See Note 1)
S = r2

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL (4.2)
S = p1 or d1 (See Note
2)

Restart confirmation A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 17
(See Note 8)

A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 18
(See Note 3)

A = NORMAL (4.4)
S = p1 or d1 (See Note
2)

Restart request or restart confirmation packet with format error A = DIAG
D = 38, 39, 81, or 82

A = DISCARD A = ERROR
D = 38, 39, 81, or 82

Call setup, call clearing, data, interrupt, flow control, or reset packet See Table 7.17 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 18

A = DISCARD

Packets having a packet type identifier shorter than 1 byte and a
logical channel identifier equal to 0

A = DIAG
D = 38

A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 38

A = DISCARD

Packet with a packet type identifier which is undefined or not
supported by DCE and a logical channel identifier equal to 0

A = DIAG
D = 33

A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 33
(See Note 4)

A = DISCARD

Notes.-
1. Receipt of a restart request packet causes the DCE to issue a clear request packet to the IWF for each VC associated with the DCE entity.
2. The VC channels are returned to state p1, the PVC channels are returned to state d1.
3. No action is taken by the DCE.
4.The restart request packet is not forwarded to the IWF.
5. The DCE upon entering the r3 state checks for the completion of r2 processing and issues an ISO 8208 restart indication packet to the DTE, when

the r3 state is entered via the r2 state.  If the r3 state is not entered via the r2 state, the DCE performs all of the actions normally performed when
entering r2 and issues an ISO-8208 restart indication packet to the DTE, and send a clear request packet to the IWF for each VC associated with
the DCE entity.

6. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = state to be entered, D = diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a
result of this action, and discard indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the buffers.

7. The number in the parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the paragraph number in ISO-8208 second edition.  The DCE shall take the
same actions as the one taken by the DTE, acting as a DCE, to perform nominal processing on the received packet.  If no paragraph number is
referenced, the normal processing is defined in the table entry.

8. The error procedures consists of entering the r3 state, and sending a restart indication packet to the DTE.
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Table 7.17 DTE effect on DCE call setup and clearing states

Packet received from DTE DCE CALL SETUP & CLEARING STATES (See Notes 5 & 6)

READY
p1

DTE CALL
REQUEST
p2

DCE
INCOMING
CALL
p3

DATA
TRANSFER
p4

CALL
COLLISION
p5; See
Notes 1&4

DTE CLEAR
REQUEST
p6

DCE CLEAR
INDICATION
TO DTE
p7

Packet having a packet type
identifier shorter than 1 octet

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 38

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
See Note 2

See Table
7.18

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = P7
D = 38
See Note 2

A = DISCARD

Packet having a packet type
identifier which is undefined or
not supported by DCE

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
See Note 2

See Table
7.18

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
See Note 2

A = DISCARD

RESTART REQUEST, or
RESTART CONFIRMATION
packet with logical channel
identifier not = 0

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 41

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
See Note 2

See Table
7.18

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
See Note 2

A = DISCARD

CALL REQUEST A =
NORMAL
(5.2.2)
S = p2
(Forward)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
See Note 2

A = NORMAL
(5.2.5)
S = p5

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
See Note 2

A = DISCARD

CALL ACCEPTED A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 20

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
See Note 2

A = NORMAL
(5.2.4)
S = p4(Frd)/
A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 42; See
Notes 2&3

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
See Notes 2
& 4

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
See Note 2

A = DISCARD

CLEAR REQUEST A =
NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p6

A = NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p6
(Forward)

A = NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p6
(Forward)

A =
NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p6
(Forward)

A =
NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p6
(Forward)

A =
DISCARD

A = NORMAL
(5.5.4)
S = p1
(do not
forward)

CLEAR CONFIRMATION A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 20

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 22
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D =25
See Note 2

A = NORMAL
(5.5.4)
S = p1
(do not
forward)

Data, interrupt, flow control or
reset packets

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 20

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 22
See Note 2

See Table
7.18

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
See Note 2

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
See Note 2

A = DISCARD

Notes.--
1. On entering the p5 state, the DCE sends a clear request packet to the IWF, corresponding to the incoming call (the DTE in its call collision state

ignores the incoming call), and proceed with the DTE call request.
2. The error procedure consists of performing the actions specified when entering the p7 state (including sending a clear indication packet to the DTE)

and additionally sending a clear request packet to the IWF.
3. The use of fast select facility with restriction on response prohibits the DTE from sending a call accepted packet.
4. The DTE in the event of a call collision must discard the call request packet received from the DCE.
5. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a

result of this action, and discard indicates that the received packet is to be cleaned from the buffers.
6. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the paragraph number in ISO-8208 second edition.  The DCE shall take the same

actions as the one taken by the DTE, acting as a DCE, to perform normal processing on the received packet.  If no paragraph number is
referenced, the normal processing is defined in the table entry.

7. If the packet is acceptable to the state of the logical channel (i.e. Action = Normal) but contains a format error or is otherwise unacceptable, then
the DCE shall initiate a connection release procedure (diagnostic codes that may apply include 34, 38, 39, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 73, 77, 82).  If such
error is detected in state p1 or state p7, the DCE does not send a clear request packet to the IWF.

Table 7.18 DTE effect on DCE reset states

Packet received from DTE DCE RESET STATES (See Notes 2 & 3)
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Table 7.18 DTE effect on DCE reset states

FLOW CONTROL
READY
d1

RESET REQUEST by
DTE
d2

RESET INDICATION
BY DCE to DTE
d3

Packet with a packet type identifier shorter than 1 octet A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 38
(See Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 38
(See Note 1)

A = DISCARD

Packet with a packet type identifier which is undefined or not supported by DCE A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 33
(See Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 33
(See Note 1)

A = DISCARD

RESTART REQUEST, or RESTART CONFIRMATION packet with logical channel
identifier <> 0

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 41
(See Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 41
(See Note 1)

A = DISCARD

RESET REQUEST A = NORMAL (8.2)
S = d2
(Forward)

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL (8.3)
S = d1
(Do not forward)

RESET CONFIRMATION A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 27
(See Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28
(See Note 1)

A = NORMAL (8.4)
S = d1
(Do not forward)

INTERRUPT packet See Table 7.19 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28
(See Note 1)

A = DISCARD

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION packet See Table 7.19 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28
(See Note 1)

A = DISCARD 

DATA or flow control packet See Table 7.20 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28
(See Note 1)

A = DISCARD

Notes.-
1. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state (which includes forwarding a reset indication packet to the DTE)

and sending a reset request packet to the IWF.

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result
of this action, and discard indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the AES buffers.

3. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the paragraph number in ISO-8208 second edition.  The DCE shall take the same actions
as the ones taken by the DTE to perform normal processing on the received packet.  If no paragraph is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the
table entry.

4. If the packet is acceptable to the state of the logical channel (i.e. action = normal) but contains a format error, then the DCE, shall initiate a connection reset
procedure (diagnostic codes that may apply include 38, 39, 81, 82).
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Table 7.19 DTE effect on DCE interrupt transfer states

Packet received from DTE DTE/DCE INTERRUPT TRANSFER STATES (See Notes 2 & 3)

DTE INTERRUPT READY
i1

DTE INTERRUPT SENT
i2

INTERRUPT (See Note 1) A = NORMAL (6.8.2)
S = i2 (Forward)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 44 (See Note 4)

Packet received from DTE DTE/DCE INTERRUPT TRANSFER STATES (See Notes 2 & 3)

DCE INTERRUPT READY
j1

DCE INTERRUPT SENT
j2

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION
(See Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D =43
(See Note 4)

A = NORMAL
(6.8.3)
S = j1
(Forward)

Notes.-
1. If the packet is acceptable to the state of the logical channel (i.e. action = normal) but contains a format error, then the error procedure

applies. (See Note 4)

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, and D = the diagnostic code to be used in
packets generated as a result of this action.

3. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the paragraph number in ISO-8208 second edition.  The DCE shall
take the same actions as the ones taken by the DTE to perform normal processing on the received packet.  If no paragraph is
referenced, the normal processing is defined in the table entry.

4. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state (which includes forwarding a reset
indication packet to the DTE) and sending a reset request packet to the IWF.
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Table 7.20 DTE effect on DCE flow control transfer states

Packet received from DTE DCE FLOW CONTROL TRANSFER STATES (See Note 2)

DCE RECEIVE READY
f1

DCE RECEIVE NOT READY
f2

DATA packet with invalid PR A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2 (See Note 4)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2 (See Note 4)

DATA packet with valid PR but invalid PS or user data field with improper format A = ERROR
S = d3
D = (See Note 5) (See Note 4)

A = DISCARD (process PR data)

DATA packet with valid PR with M-bit set to 1 when the user data field is partially
full, or the D-bit set to 1 (when not supported)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 165 or 166 (See Note 4)

A = DISCARD (process PR data)

DATA packet with valid PR, PS and user data field with proper format A = NORMAL (Forward) A = DISCARD (process PR data)
(See note 7)

Packet received from DTE DCE FLOW CONTROL TRANSFER STATES (See Notes 2, & 3)

DTE RECEIVE READY
g1

DTE RECEIVE NOT READY
g2

RR, or RNR packet with an invalid PR A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2 (See Note 4)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2 (See Note 4)

RR packet with a valid PR (See Note 6) A = NORMAL (7.1.5) A = NORMAL (7.1.5)
S = g1

RNR packet with a valid PR (See Note 6) A = NORMAL (7.1.6)
D = g2

A = NORMAL (7.1.6)

Notes.-

1. The RR, and RNR procedures are a local DTE/DCE matter and the corresponding packets are not forwarded to the IWF.

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result
of this action, and discard indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the buffers.

3. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry in the paragraph number in ISO-8208 second edition. The DCE shall take the same actions
as the ones taken by the DTE to perform normal processing on the received packet.  If no paragraph is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the
table entry.

4. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state (which includes forwarding a reset indication packet to the DTE)
and sending a reset request packet to the IWF.

5. The diagnostic codes are as follows: D = 1 for invalid PS; D = 39 for a user data field greater than 128 octets; D = 82 for a user data field not octet aligned.

6. For RR, RNR, or REJECT packets, the presence of one or more octets beyond the third octet is considered as an error.  Although a valid P(R) may be
accepted to update the status of outstanding data packets, the DCE shall invoke the error procedure, as defined in Note 4 (with D = 39).

7. If possible, the DCE should process these packets normally.  On the other hand, the DCE may define an internal mechanism to indicate that valid data
packets have been discarded during a receive-not-ready condition.  In this case, when the receive-not-ready condition clears, the DCE should reset the
logical channel, forwarding both a reset indication packet to the DTE (D=0, no additional information) and a reset request packet to the IWF.
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Table 7.21 IWF effect on DCE restart states

Packets received from IWF DCE RESTART STATES (See Note 1)

Packet Layer
READY
r1

DTE
RESTART
REQUEST
r2

DCE
RESTART
REQUEST
r3

INCOMING CALL See Table
7.22

Send CLEAR
REQUEST
Packet to IWF
with D = 244

Send CLEAR
REQUEST
Packet to IWF
with D = 244

CALL CONNECTED, CLEAR
INDICATION, DATA, INTERRUPT, RESET
INDICATION,
INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION

See Table
7.22

A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

RESTART INDICATION A =
NORMAL
s = r3

A = NORMAL
S = r1

A = DISCARD

Note 1.- Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, D = the diagnostic code to be used
in packets generated as a result of this action, and discard indicates that the received packet is
to be cleared from the buffers.
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Table 7.22 IWF effect on DCE call setup and clearing states

Packet received
from IWF

DCE CALL SETUP AND CLEARING STATES

READY
p1

DTE CALL
REQUEST
p2

DCE
INCOMING
CALL
p3

DATA
TRANSFER
p4

CALL
COLLISION
p5

DTE CLEAR
REQUEST
p6

DCE CLEAR
INDICATION
p7 to DTE

INCOMING CALL A = NORMAL
(5.2.2)
S = p3
(Forward)

INVALID INVALID (See
Note 1)

INVALID INVALID INVALID INVALID

CALL
CONNECTED

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL
(5.2.4)
S = p4
(Forward)

INVALID INVALID INVALID A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

CLEAR
INDICATION

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p7
(Forward)

A = NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p7
(Forward)

A = NORMAL
(5.5.2)
S = p7
(Forward)

A = DISCARD
S = p2

A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

DATA,
INTERRUPT,
RESET
INDICATION
INTERRUPT
CONFIRMATION

A = DISCARD INVALID INVALID See Table 7.23 INVALID A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

Notes.-

1. An INVALID entry indicates that the condition cannot occur, as it is recognized by the SSNDPA/SSNDPG interface, and any action occurs at that interface.

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, discard indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the storage, and
invalid indicates that the packet/state combination can not occur.

3. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the paragraph number in ISO-8208 second edition.  The DCE shall take similar action as the ones
taken by the DTE to perform normal processing on the received packet from the IWF.  If no paragraph is reference, the normal processing is defined in the table
entry.
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Table 7.23 IWF effect on DCE reset states

Packet received from
IWF

DCE RESET STATES
(See Notes 2 & 3)

FLOW CONTROL
READY
d1

RESET REQUEST
BY DTE
d2

RESET REQUEST
BY DCE to DTE
d3 (See Note 1)

RESET INDICATION A = NORMAL (8.2)
S = d3 (Forward)

A = NORMAL (8.3)
S = d1 (Forward)

A = DISCARD

INTERRUPT or
INTERRUPT
CONFIRMATION

See Table 7.24 A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

DATA A = NORMAL (6.)
S = d1 (Forward)

A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

Notes.-
1. The actions for the d2 state apply only if d3 state has cleared.

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be
entered, and discard indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the
buffers.

3. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the paragraph
number in ISO-8208 second edition.  The DCE shall take similar actions as the ones
taken by the DTE to perform normal processing on the received packet from the IWF. 
If no paragraph is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the table entry.
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Table 7.24 IWF effect on DCE interrupt transfer state

Packet received from IWF DCE INTERRUPT TRANSFER STATES (See Notes
1 & 2)

DCE INTERRUPT
READY
j1

DCE INTERRUPT
SENT
j2

INTERRUPT A = NORMAL (6.8.2)
S = j2 (Forward)

INVALID

DTE INTERRUPT
READY
i1

DTE INTERRUPT
SENT
i2

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION INVALID A = NORMAL (6.8.3)
S = i1 (Forward)

Notes.-
1. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered,         D = the

diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, and invalid indicates that the
packet/state combination can not occur.

2. The number in parentheses below an "A = normal" table entry is the ISO-8208 second edition.  The
DCE shall take similar actions as the ones taken by the DTE to perform normal processing on the
received packet from the IWF.  If no paragraph is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the
table entry.
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Table 7.25 DCE timer

Timer
Design

Start Event Normally terminated by Action when timer
expires

tN10 DCE issues a RESTART
INDICATION Packet

Reception of RESTART
CONFIRMATION or
RESTART REQUEST
Packet

DCE enters the r1 state
and may issue a
DIAGNOSTIC Packet
(D = 52)

tN11 DCE issues an
INCOMING CALL
Packet

Reception of CALL
ACCEPTED or CLEAR
REQUEST or CALL
REQUEST Packet

DCE enters the p7 state
signalling a CLEAR
INDICATION Packet (D
= 49)
(See Note)

tN12 DCE issues a RESET
INDICATION Packet

Receipt of RESET
CONFIRMATION or
RESET REQUEST
Packet

DCE enters the p7 state
signalling a CLEAR
INDICATION Packet (D
= 51)
(See Note)

tN13 DCE issues a CLEAR
INDICATION Packet

Reception of a CLEAR
CONFIRMATION or
CLEAR REQUEST
Packet

DCE enters the p1 state
and may issue a
DIAGNOSTIC Packet
(D = 50)

Note.-  The clear is extended to the IWF, i.e., the DCE shall issue a clear request packet to the IWF.
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Table 7.26 SSNDPX/IWF interface

Packets received from SSNDPX Action

INCOMING CALL See 7.5.1.2

CALL CONNECTED Forward to ISO-8208 DCE

CLEAR INDICATION See 7.5.1.3

DATA Forward to ISO-8208 DCE

INTERRUPT Forward to ISO-8208 DCE

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION Forward to ISO-8208 DCE

RESET INDICATION Forward to ISO-8208 DCE

Packets sent to SSNDPX

CALL REQUEST

CALL ACCEPTED

CLEAR REQUEST

DATA

INTERRUPT

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION

RESET REQUEST
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Table 7.27 ISO-8208 DCE/IWF interface

Packets received from ISO-8208 DCE Action

CALL REQUEST See 7.5.2.2

CALL ACCEPTED Forward to SSNDPX

CLEAR REQUEST See 7.5.2.3

DATA Forward to SSNDPX

INTERRUPT Forward to SSNDPX

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION Forward to SSNDPX

RESET REQUEST Forward to SSNDPX

Packets sent to ISO-8208 DCE

INCOMING CALL

CALL CONNECTED

CLEAR INDICATION

DATA

INTERRUPT

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION

RESET INDICATION

RESTART INDICATION

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


